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Toronto, Ontario -Dimar Canada Ltd. is proud to announce the release of its new Electrostatic Coating

A new Coat for Dimar…
After many months of research, development and testing, Dimar
Canada Ltd. is excited to announce the release of its new and improved
Dimar Nova Industrial Dado Sets (Tool # 8-24 DADO and 8-46 DADO
TN) featuring our new D-COAT electrostatic coating!
This new patented Dimar technology will change the saw blade market
forever and will even further solidify Dimar's leading position in the
industrial woodworking cutting tool market. Using specialized
nanotechnology, Dimar created the next generation saw blade coating
that is guaranteed to exceed your expectations! The new D-COAT is a thin
but extremely powerful and strong coating that is applied to the body and teeth of the
saw blade. This innovative coat will protect the blade from rust and resin, guaranteeing the
product a longer life time and ensuring optimum performance during use.
Features and Benefits:
-Coating gives a clear finish, you see the perfect grind and brazing that you have come to expect from
D Dimar!
-The coating has no sensitivity to solvent cleaners, simply clean with water and solvent!
-Coating contains no harmful chemicals and is environmentally friendly.
-The specialized coating covers the teeth on the blade, maximizing the life time and cutting performance
b of the product.
-The coating will last the lifetime of the blade!

For further information on this product or other Dimar products, please contact:
Tel: (905) 738-7919 Fax: (905) 738-3933 Email: info@dimarcanada.com

Company Profile
Dimar Canada Ltd. features the most extensive line of industrial woodworking cutting tools available in the
market. Dimar tools are distributed worldwide where they have become a byword for Premium Quality and
reliability. Dimar offers a wide variety of Router bits, Saw Blades, Dado sets, Planer/Jointer knives, Drill bits
and Cutters for industry, workshops, craftsmen and the advanced do-it-yourself market.
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